Meeting opened 6:12 pm 18th May 2011 time

- Apologies: Georgia, Dianella, Bronte, David, Rosie, people apologise for stupid shit
- Proxy votes:
  - Bradley: For Lois and Emily
  - Alex: Noemie
  - Hannah: Georgia and Dinella
  - Ben Reynolds: David Tyers
  - Cam: Ellie W
  - Ellie B: Bronte & Laura
  - Steven: Rosie
- Exec Reports:
  - Rob
    - Panto doing well.
    - Christmas panto: Pretty well. Good fun. Director amazing. Kids are sexy. Donated $300 to the charity, $369 all up.
    - This panto: Pretty well. Everything is well.
  - Sally
    - Fundraising banners and shit. We can buy a good banner. NOT IN COMIC SANS.
    - We don’t care what you think.
    - We raised money on both fundraiser sausage sizzles.
    - Suck it.
  - Noemie (Adam)
    - Do the lighting course
  - Adam
    - Nothing interesting.
- Feedback from Scooby Doo
  - Ivo: Woo.
  - Brad K: Was funny, plot was hard to follow? Good but
  - Laura: Terrified of her parents. They probably beat her. Her dad didn’t notice anything sexual.
  - Kate: Heard from people that the jokes went over their heads. Careful of panto intrajokes?
  - Rob says that audience AND writing of script didn’t allow for audience interaction? Need to leave more space.
  - Liam: Too many meme jokes.
  - Becky: Audience being cut off?
- Jack Award
  - Ivo noms Claire. Sally seconds. She did something crazy which I lost in Ivo’s long-winded explanation. Claire is a moaner. Brad thinks it’s the most fucked-up thing ever. Dave was on the ground photobombing.
  - CLAIRE WINS.
- Committee Elections:
  - El/La Presidente:
    - Jeremy noms Brad. Liam seconds.
      - Brad: Was prez before. Has experience, will not be shouting obscenities at security. Rob has had good ideas and Brad wants to continue said ideas through to completion. Also he’s awesome. He’d be good with money. He’ll check the mailbox.
      - Nicola will remain seated. For equality. Nicola has not done it before. But she’s been in panto for two and a bit years. She
loves panto. Top priority, even more than grades. And breathing. Will give everything to being face of panto. Wants to be president. Her face can do this :). Killed Osama. Is very organized, especially about things she likes. Involves baked goods. Will check mailbox every day.

- Brad noms Jeremy. Ivo seconds.
  - Is coming back to university. Doesn’t know difference between Brads. Believes more can be done for panto and would like to be involved. Has been vice of UCC, an OCM for UniSFA. Reasonably organized. Ideas about fundraising and more involvement in campus. IS in fact a homosexual.

- Jess noms Ash. Ivo seconds.
  - I AM ASH. Makes her presence count. Baked goods = good. Wants to get sweat and blood into panto peeps. Will be whatever you need. Graduated year 12 from an elite school. Hasn’t done much exec but willing to learn quickly and take advice. Organized. Rob demands long form birth certificate. Name is Alex.

- NICOLA IS EL PRESIDENTE.

  o Vice president
    - Ivo noms Ash, Sally seconds.
      - Ash wants to serve under Nicola.
      - See previous speech.
    - Lois noms Liam. Sally seconds.
      - Liam has been in panto, bitches. Enjoys it. Has been an OCM. HUGE COCKS. Not much to say. Will do a good job. He’s white.
    - Brad noms himself. Becky seconds.
      - See above, last semester at UWA. Has been VP.

- LIAM IS PRESIDENT OF VICE

  o Treasurer
    - Lois noms Ash, Ben S seconds
      - Good with money. Has helped with sausage sizzle, novel idea. Ash could do it. Can’t remember if she did it before. Should be looking at props etc with money.
    - Rob noms Jeremy, Liam seconds
      - Gay treasurer. Decent money skills. Is a hooker. Does not think that mass profit is a big priority now we have a nest egg.
    - Zac noms Brad, Brad declines.
    - ASH IS TREASURER.

  o Secretary
    - Lois noms Bradley, Bradley declines.
    - Kira noms herself. Steven seconds.
      - Shows initiative. Types fast. Has affairs with Nicola.
    - Liam noms Alex. Cam seconds.
      - Has done different positions. Yeah. Can go to everything.
    - Liam noms Jeremy, Kate seconds.
      - Types fast.
    - Lois noms Brad, Kate seconds.
      - Is experienced. Looks good in a dress. Ivo seconds.

- KIRA IS SECRETARY.

  o Liam didn’t bring whores.
  
- OCMs
  - Ash noms Sally, Becky seconds.
- Kate noms Brad, he declines.
- Kira noms Adam, Ivo seconds.
- Ivo noms Brad, Steven seconds.
- Bradley noms Jeremy, Cam seconds.
- Laura noms Cam, Cat seconds.
- Liam noms Alex, Ivo seconds.
- Peter noms self, Ivo seconds.
- Ben Richie noms self, Kate seconds.
- Zac noms self, Ivo seconds.
- JEREMY, SALLY & CAM ARE OCMs.
- Web Wench
  - Adam noms Rob. Sally seconds.
    - He wrote the damn site. And knows what the hell he’s doing.
  - Zac noms self. Ivo seconds.
    - Wealth of administrative forum knowledge.
  - Ash noms Adam, he declines.
  - ROB IS WEB WENCH.

- Next Semester
  - Pitches
    - Sound of Murder (Sound of Music/Mafia)
    - Charming 2.0 (Gritty Reboot/Prince Charming)
    - Deus Ex Matrix (Hercules/Matrix)
    - Dr. Seuss/Mr Hyde (Seuss/Hyde)
      - We’ve all become a homicidal maniac after taking a potion.
    - Dr. Whosical (Dr Who/Back to the Future)
    - Around the World in 80 Lays (Sex/80 Days)
    - Fairytale/Muppets
    - Reality TV/Country wars
  - NEXT PANTO IS DR SEUSS AND MR HYDE
    - Head Writer:
      - Sally noms Liam, Ivo seconds
        - It’s Liam’s idea. See it to fruition.
      - Zac noms self, Lois seconds
        - Liam has no balls.
      - LIAM GETS IT (shock horror).

- Production Committee
  - Changes
    - Changes to previous stuff. Producers now nommed like Directors.
      Voting for sound person now done. Props/costume.
  - Elections for sem2
    - Directors
      - Becky noms Kate, Steven seconds.
        - Done lots of theatre. Loves panto. Did ERRRRR last.
        - Only doing 1 unit. Free time. Can take others’ ideas
          into consideration. Different as guild member to theatre
          direction.
        - w/Jeremy as assistant director
      - Brad noms Alex, Ivo seconds.
        - Directed Christmas panto. Free time. Happy to work
          with Liam as HW. Would do a good job and good at
          working with people, taking on ideas etc. Vote for Jews.
      - Ivo noms Sally, Alex seconds.
        - Directed in past. Good visual eyes, general
• Alex noms Alex/Brad, Lois seconds.
  o What Alex said but Brad with honours but will do good job. Kept Ivo’s pants on (Ivo objects). Experienced.
• Rob noms Cam/Adam, Kira seconds.
  o Experience/new, willing to put in plenty of effort on both sides, work well with people and both willing to learn.
• Ivo noms Jeremy, Jeremy declines.
• Ivo noms Kira, Kira declines.
• ADAM AND CAM ARE DIRECTORS.

  Producers
  • Lois noms Alysha/Nicola, Ivo seconds.
    o Team Macri. Communication, all they do is panto. Would advertise beyond university. Nicola can multitask.
• Ivo noms Em, Em declines
• Jeremy noms himself/Ben. Ivo seconds.
  o Organised, people oriented, experience in advertising. Would be unique in advertising.
• TEAM MACRI ARE DIRECTORS.

  Stage Manager
  • Cam noms Ivo, Rob seconds.
    o Done before. Done panto. Is stronger than Lois.
  • Lois noms self. Bradley seconds.
    o Been in panto long time, done other stuff, would like to do tech. Leave panto to younger.
• LOIS IS STAGE MANAGER

  Costupropmater
  • Sally noms self, Adam seconds.
    o Wants to run for. Good at staying behind and doing stuff, would be good.
• Ivo noms self, Zac seconds.
  o Good at organising. Nuff said.
• SALLY IS COSTUPROPMATER.

  Sound Dude/ette.
  • Jeremy noms self. Sally seconds.
    o No experience but wants to do. More involved.
  • Sam noms self. Ivo seconds.
    o Has time, especially for production week. Loves club etc etc.
• Sally noms Ivo. Rob seconds.
  o Wanted to run for.
• JEREMY IS SOUND GUY.

  o BREAKTIME.
  o Christmas panto

    Pitches (votes)
    • JACK AND THE BEANSTALK IS THE CHRISTMAS PANTO.

    Head Writer
    • Sally noms Nicola, Liam seconds
    • Zac noms self, no-one seconds.
    • NICOLA WINS BY DEFAULT.

  Producers
  • Sally noms Rob/Emma, Ivo seconds.
  • Liam noms Ellie B & Emilie D. Ellie B declines.
• Jeremy brings up why we’re nominating a Charity Liason. Debating whether they’re a third producer-type role, Rob puts forward good ideas.
• Ivo motions we don’t nominate this role, Jeremy seconds.
• Votes against win. We’re not voting on charity liason.
• ROB AND EMMA ARE PRODUCERS.

• After after party.
  o Theme: Check forums.
  o Venue
    ▪ Tal & Ellie W’s house. Cool.
• General business
  o Relay for Life
    ▪ We should do it again. Anyone interested in being Team Captain should talk to Rob. Go to meetings etc. Good fun, get involved.
  o Intra-Panto Hooking Up Business
    ▪ Laura and Cam are now a couple.
    ▪ Liam and Ellie are now a couple.
• Meeting closed 10:25 pm.